
FYS 3120/4120: Classical mechanics and electrodynamics
Midtterm Exam, Spring semester 2006

Compulsory Homework Set
Return of a set of written solutions is necessary to be accepted for the final exam.

Return of solutions
The problem set is available on the course page from Friday, March 24.
Deadline for return of solutions is Friday, March 31.
Return of solutions toEkspedisjonskontoretin the Physics building.

Language
The solutions can be written in Norwegian or English.

Questions
concerning the text can be posed to Mats Horsdal (office 469) or Jon Magne Leinaas (office 471).

Remember
to write sufficient comments to make clear what is the reasoning behind the derivations.

The problem set
consists of 3 problems printed on 3 pages.

PROBLEM 1
Rotating pendulum.
A circular hoop is rotating with constant angular velocityω around a symmetry axis with vertical
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Figure 1:

orientation, as shown in Fig. 1. Inside the hoop a planar pendulum can perform free oscillations, while
the plane of the pendulum rotates with the hoop. The mass of the pendulum bob ism, the length of
the pendulum rod isR and the gravitational acceleration isg. The pendulum rod is considered as
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massless. As generalized coordinate we use the angleθ of the pendulum relative to the vertical axis.
a) Express the Cartesian coordinates of the pendulum bob as functions ofθ andω and find the

Lagrangian of the pendulum.
b) Derive Lagrange’s equation for the system. Find the oscillation frequency for small oscillations

about the equilibrium pointθ = 0
c) Show thatθ = 0 is a stableequilibrium only forω < ωcr and determineωcr. Show that for

ω > ωcr there are two new equilibriaθ± 6= 0, π and determine the values ofθ+ andθ− as functions
of ω.

d) Study small deviations from equilibrium,θ = θ± + χ, with χ << 1. Show that, forω > ωcr,
the system will perform harmonic oscillations about the pointsθ+ andθ−. What are the corresponding
oscillation frequencies?

The phenomenon where the original stable equilibriumθ = 0 splits into two new equilibrium
pointsθ+ andθ− is referred to as abifurcation.

e) Find the HamiltonianH of the system as function ofθ and its conjugate momentumpθ and
derive the corresponding Hamilton’s equations.

f) Consider the HamiltonianH(θ, pθ) as a potential function of the two phase space variablesθ and
pθ. Make a sketch of the equipotential linesH(θ, pθ) = const for the region around the equilibrium
point θ = pθ = 0, first in the caseω < ωcr, and next in the caseω slightly larger thanωcr (include
in this case the new equilibrium points(θ±, pθ = 0) in the drawing). Indicate in the drawing the
direction of motion in the two-dimensional phase space. (A qualitative drawing is sufficient.)

PROBLEM 2
π disintegration
A charged pion (π±) is an unstable particle with life time (measured in the rest frame)τπ = 2.6 ·
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Figure 2:

10−8s. It disintegrates into a muon (µ±) and a neutrino (νµ). The neutrino we consider as massless,
while the pion rest energy ismπc2 = 139 MeV and the muon rest energy is ismµc2 = 106 MeV .

The kinetic energy of a particle is defined as the total relativistic energy minus the rest mass
energy. For energy the uniteV is used, while the momentum of the particle is measured ineV/c
(energy divided by the speed of light). The energy unitMeV is related to the SI unitJoule by
1MeV = 1.60 · 10−13J .

We consider a pion which in an inertial frameS moves with velocityv = 0.8c in the x-direction
before it disintegrates (see Fig. 2a). Use conservation of total 4-momentum, as well as the fact that
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the 4-momenta of the three particles transform as 4-vectors under Lorentz transformations to solve
the problems below.

a) In the center-of-mass systemS′, where the pion is at rest (see Fig. 2b), explain why the neutrino
is emitted with equal probability in all directions and why the muon will always be emitted in the
direction opposite of the neutrino. Find the (relativistic) energy and momentum of the muon and of
the neutrino, as measured inS′.

b) In the center-of-mass systemS′ what is the total kinetic energy released in the disintegration,
and what is the velocity of the muon? (Since the neutrino is massless we consider all its energy to be
kinetic.)

c) What is the life time of the pion in the inertial reference frameS, and how far does it move
before it disintegrates?

d) Asume the neutrino is emitted at an angleθ′ν = π/2 relative to the x-axis inS′. What is the
corresponding angleθν of the neutrino inS and what is the angleθµ of the muon? Find the energies
and the momenta of the muon and the neutrino measured inS.

PROBLEM 3
A time dilatation problem

A space ship leaves earth orbit at local timet = 0 and head for the closest star,Proxima Centauri,
at a distance ofd = 4.2 light years. The space ship starts with a velocityv = 0 relative to earth,
and during the first part of the journey it has a constant proper accelerationa = g in the direction of
Proxima Centauri, withg = 9.8 m/s2 as the gravitational acceleration at the earth surface.

At time τ0 measured in the proper time of the space ship, the acceleration is reversed, so that
a = −g and the velocity decreases until it reaches Proxima Centauri with final velocityv = 0. The
first part of the trip, with accelerationa = g, we refer to as partI, the second part, witha = −g, as
partII. The space ship visits Proxima Centauri only for a short time, and we neglect this time interval
in our description of the journey. The return travel to earth is carried out in the same way as the travel
towards Proxima Centauri, and we refer to these parts of the journey as partsIII andIV .

During the first part of the journey (part I), the coordinates of the space ship in the earth fixed
reference frame S, define a hyperbolic space-time orbit, given by

x − xI =
c2

a
cosh(

a

c
(τ − τI)), t − tI =

c

a
sinh(

a

c
(τ − τI)) (1)

with xI , tI og τI as constants. Similar expressions are valid for the other parts of the journey, but
with other constants. The coordinates of the earth fixed reference system are set tox = 0, t = 0 at
departure of the space ship. Also the time parameterτ is set to0 at this event.

a) Show that the time parameterτ of Eq.(1) can be identified as the proper time of the space ship.
Find the 4-velocity and 4-acceleration for Part I of the journey as a function ofτ and check that the
proper acceleration (the acceleration measured in the instantaneous inertial rest frame) defined by the
path (1) isa. Explain why the space-time path is called hyperbolic.

b) Determine the constants of Eq. (1) for Part I of the journey, and write the form of the equations
with the correct constants and witha = g. Draw a two-dimensional space-time diagram (Minkowski
diagram) which shows the full journey to Proxima Centauri and back.

c) Determine the proper time valueτ0. Find the total time of the journey as measured on earth and
on the space ship.

d) What is the maximum speed reached by the space ship on the journey, as measured on earth?
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